TokenStars May Report: Team
comes first
This month we focused on Scouting Module. Finding
new athletes and luring them to us has been a big
success. After the Public Vote, some moved to the
following stages, while others had to leave immediately.
Don’t mind visiting our Voting Module to participate in

choosing new players for our community. So here is the
latest news from us.

● Three new applications from poker
players
● Tennis player vote
● Some insides at the end

New applications from poker players
In May, we received applications from 3 professional
poker players and successfully started the process of
joining our team. Here is a piece of short information
about each player.

Alexander Lebedev is a 24yr-old player from Belarus
his ROI is 33%

Anton Parfenovich is a 24yr-old player from Belarus
his ROI is 35%

Kirill Stupel is a 20yr-old player from Belarus his ROI
is 33%

Alexander Lebedev; Anton Parfenovich; Kirill Stupel

Voting has already taken place, and according to its
results, all players have moved to the next stage. As a
next step, we sent their data to our expert for evaluation,
and, unfortunately, he could not recommend any of
these players. So we decided to keep looking for the best
of the best Talents to join our team!

Tennis Scouting
After approval by our expert, we started the Voting
process for Roman Kazantsev among the token holders.
Below you can check the information about Roman.

Roman is 17 years old tennis player from Russia. In 2021
he won first place in J5 Khanty-Mansiysk. His top
ITF Junior Ranking is 457 but we believe that it will be
much higher in nearest future. Also, take a look at his
ITF Profile.

We are currently in contact with several professional
football players about creating something interesting on

the blockchain. So soon we will please you with good
news about new activities on our platform. Stay tuned!

For more information: Follow the project’s social
media channels on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Telegram, and Medium, or take a look at our videos
on YouTube.

